contexts/_defaults.scss
This ﬁle establishes the variables used in each context. The
individual contexts (light, dark, etc) then overwrite these
variables.

@use

contexts/_high-contrast.scss

contexts/_light.scss

contexts/_dark.scss

This ﬁle @uses the _conﬁg.scss and gets the $context

@use

CONTEXTS

variable to check if the current context in the ﬁle is the
one that has been set in the conﬁg.
It then @uses the _defaults.scss ﬁle and overwrites the
variables from this ﬁle.

@forward

contexts/_index.scss
This index ﬁle @forwards all the contexts, including the default
context (the default context is forwarded as that’s where the

@use

variables we overwrote are contained). This allows the ﬁle that
@uses it to have access to the variables we overrode in an
indiviudal context ﬁle (see _light.scss above).

@use

Key
vars/_breakpoints.scss

@use

vars/_color.scss

vars/_shadows.scss

vars/_spacing.scss

This ﬁle @uses the _conﬁg.scss and contexts/_index.scss

The @use rule replaces the tradi6onal @import

ﬁles and merges the two variables together. This allows

rule for including SCSS ﬁles. The advantage of

the consumer to override any speciﬁc values deﬁned in

@use is that no maMer how many ﬁles import

VARIABLES

our context by adding their overrides to the conﬁg

it, its contents will only be compiled once.

variables.

@forward

@forward

The @forward rule adds all variables, mixins,
and func6ons from the imported ﬁle (File A) to

vars/_index.scss

ﬁle that calls it (File B). This means any ﬁles
that import File B using the @use rule will have

This index ﬁle @forwards all variables under the vars

access to the variables etc deﬁned in File A.

namespace.

@use

func&ons/_color.scss

mixins/_clearﬁx.scss

Func6ons we don’t want the consumer to

Func6ons we want the consumer to use are

use aren’t forwarded into the index.scss ﬁle.

forwarded into the main index.scss ﬁle.

mixins/_cover.scss

@forward

@forward

func&ons/_index.scss

mixins/_index.scss

This index ﬁle @forwards all func6ons

This index ﬁle @forwards all mixins

under the func6ons namespace.

under the mixins namespace.

FUNCTIONS & MIXINS

func&ons/_map-deep-get.scss

@use

components/_bu@ons.scss

components/_alert.scss

u&li&es/_spacing.scss

u&li&es/_ﬂex.scss

u&li&es/_sizing.scss

All components and u6li6es @use required
mixins and func6ons. They do not access
any variables themselves. The components
are then @used in the main index.scss ﬁle.

@use

@forward

@use

index.scss

_conﬁg.scss
The conﬁg ﬁle is the main control of the CSS
Framework. It deﬁnes all our framework-wide

@forward

This is the main SCSS ﬁle for the framework. It @uses all
the individual component styles and @forwards:

variables. These can be overridden by the user

- the conﬁg ﬁle, so users can override our variables

when they import the framework.

- func6ons & mixins we want consumers to use.

Overwrite

applica&on.scss

@use

START

@use “@royalnavy/css-framework” as rn with (
$context: “light”,
$colors: (
“neutral”: (
“500”: #FFFFFF
)
)
);

@use

applica&on.scss
This is the main SCSS entry-point for an external
applica6on, outside of the CSS Framework. When
@useing the framework, the consumer can override
any of the variables supplied in the _conﬁg.scss ﬁle
using the with () syntax.

applica&on/component.scss
@use

Like the main applica6on.scss ﬁle, the
component.scss @uses the CSS framework.

COMPONENTS & UTILITIES

@use

